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Abstract. Removing undesirable specular highlight from a single input
image is of crucial importance to many computer vision and graphics
tasks. Existing methods typically remove specular highlight for medi-
cal images and specific-object images, however, they cannot handle the
images with text. In addition, the impact of specular highlight on text
recognition is rarely studied by text detection and recognition commu-
nity. Therefore, in this paper, we first raise and study the text-aware
single image specular highlight removal problem. The core goal is to im-
prove the accuracy of text detection and recognition by removing the
highlight from text images. To tackle this challenging problem, we first
collect three high-quality datasets with fine-grained annotations, which
will be appropriately released to facilitate the relevant research. Then, we
design a novel two-stage network, which contains a highlight detection
network and a highlight removal network. The output of highlight detec-
tion network provides additional information about highlight regions to
guide the subsequent highlight removal network. Moreover, we suggest a
measurement set including the end-to-end text detection and recognition
evaluation and auxiliary visual quality evaluation. Extensive experiments
on our collected datasets demonstrate the superior performance of the
proposed method.

Keywords: Specular highlight removal · Text-awareness · Datasets ·
Neural network.

1 Introduction

Specular highlights often exist in real-world images due to the material property
of objects and the capturing environments. It is always desired to reduce or elim-
inate these specular highlights to improve the visual quality and to facilitate the
vision and graphics tasks, such as stereo matching [10,12], text recognition [16],
image segmentation [3,6] and photo-consistency [30,31]. See Fig. 1 for examples,
the performance of the end-to-end text detection and recognition drops due to
the existence of highlight in the images, while our method is designed to detect
and remove the highlight so as to improve the subsequent OCR performance.
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Highlight Image OCR Result Mask Ours OCR Result

Fig. 1. Selected single image specular highlight removal results of our method. “Mask”
and “Ours” separately are the outputs of our first-stage and second-stage networks.

In the last decades, many approaches have been proposed to address this
challenging specular highlight removal problem. These existing works can be
roughly classified into three categories: dichromatic reflection model-based meth-
ods [28,32,23,7,26], inpainting-based methods [27,21,4,18], and deep learning-
based methods [8,15,20]. The dichromatic reflection model [24] linearly com-
bines the diffuse and specular reflections, and subsequently many methods are
proposed based on this model. These methods usually require some simplify-
ing assumptions. In addition, they often need to carry out the pre-processing
operations, e.g., segmentation, when encountering images with diverse colors
and complex textures, which results in low efficiency and weak practicability.
Inpainting-based methods mainly recover the original image contents behind
the highlight borrowing the techniques from the image inpainting community.
This kind of methods have limited performance for the large highlight contam-
ination. Considering the complexity of single image specular highlight removal,
some recent works [8,15,20] are proposed based on the deep neural networks,
e.g., convolutional neural network (CNN) and generative adversarial network
(GAN). With the aid of the powerful learning capacity of deep models, these deep
learning-based methods usually have better performance compared with tradi-
tional optimization-based methods. However, these deep learning-based methods
require the large-scale training data, especially paired real-world images with
necessary annotations, which are time-consuming even difficult to collect.

Existing specular highlight removal methods mainly process the medical im-
ages, natural images, and specific-object images, however, there is no work to
focus on the text images. On the other hand, for the end-to-end text detection
and recognition, many approaches are proposed to handle texts with arbitrary
shapes and various orientations. To our knowledge, the case of text images with
specular highlight contamination is rarely studied. Therefore, in this paper, we
conduct an extensive study on the text-aware single image specular highlight re-
moval problem including dataset collection, network architecture, training losses,
and evaluation metrics. The main contributions of our work are as follows:
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– We first raise and study in the literature text-aware single image specular
highlight removal problem. To study this challenging problem, we collect
three high-quality datasets with fine-grained annotations.

– We propose a novel two-stage framework of highlight regions detection and
removal implemented with two sub-networks. The highlight detection net-
work provides the useful location information to facilitate the subsequent
highlight removal network. For the training objectives, we jointly exploit de-
tection loss, reconstruction loss, GAN loss, and text-related loss to achieve
the good performance.

– For the result comparison, we suggest a comprehensive measurement set,
which contains the end-to-end text detection and recognition performance
and auxiliary visual quality evaluation.

2 Related Work

2.1 Dichromatic Reflection Model-Based Methods

The dichromatic reflection model [24] assumes that the image intensity can be
represented by a linear combination of diffuse and specular reflections. This
model have been widely used for specular highlight removal. Based on the dis-
tribution of diffuse and specular points in the maximum chromaticity-intensity
space, Tan et al. [28] separated the reflection components by identifying the dif-
fuse maximum chromaticity and then applying a specular-to-diffuse mechanism.
Inspired by the observation that diffuse maximum chromaticity in a local patch
of color images changes smoothly, Yang et al. [32] enhanced the real-time perfor-
mance and robustness of the chromaticity estimation by applying the bilateral
filtering. To exploit the global information of color images for specular reflection
separation, Ren et al. [23] proposed a global color-lines constraint based on the
dichromatic reflection model. Fu et al. [7] reformulated estimating the diffuse
and specular images as an energy minimization with sparse constraints, which
can be approximately solved. Recently, Son et al. [26] proposed a convex opti-
mization framework to effectively remove the sepcular highlight from chromatic
and achromatic regions of natural images. These dichromatic reflection model-
based approaches often have limited performance for processing the images with
diverse colors and complex textures.

2.2 Inpainting-Based Methods

Inpainting is to complete the missing regions of images by propagating informa-
tion from the known regions, and this technique can be used to restore dam-
aged paintings or remove specific objects [5]. Tan et al. [27] first proposed an
inpainting-based method for highlight removal by incorporating the illumination-
based constraints. Ortiz and Torres [21] designed a connected vectorial filter in-
tegrating into the inpainting process to eliminate the specular reflectance. Park
and Lee [22] introduced a highlight inpainting method based on the color line
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projection, however, this method needs two images taken with different exposure
times. Inpainting-based highlight removal methods were also proposed to handle
the medical images, such as endoscopic images [4] and colposcopic images [18].
However, these inpainting-based methods are only effective for images with small
areas of highlight contamination.

2.3 Deep Learning-Based Methods

Different from the aforementioned two kinds of methods, the deep learning-
based methods do not require the specular highlight model assumption, and
thus have the potential to handle various scenarios. Lee et al. [14] proposed a
perceptron artificial neural network to detect the specular reflections of tooth
images and then applied the smoothing spatial filter to recursively correct the
specular reflections. Due to the lack of paired training data, Funke et al. [8]
adopted the cycle GAN framework [33] and introduced a self-regularization loss
aiming to reduce image modification in non-specular regions. Similarly, Lin et
al. [15] also adopted a GAN framework and proposed a multi-class discriminator,
where classifying the generated diffuse images from real ones and original input
images as well. Muhammad et al. [20] proposed two deep models (Spec-Net and
Spec-CGAN) for specularity removal from faces. The former takes the intensity
channel as input while the latter takes the RGB image as input. These methods
mainly proposed for the medical images, specific-object images or facial images,
whereas our work pays attention to the text images.

3 Datasets

In the literature, there is no publicly available dataset for studying the text-
aware single image specular highlight removal problem. Therefore, in this work,
we collect three high-quality datasets including a real dataset and two synthetic
datasets. The pipelines of datasets collection and an example of paired data
sample are shown in Fig. 2.

3.1 Real Dataset

Fig. 2(a) illustrates the pipeline of real dataset collection. For the real dataset,
we collect 2,025 image pairs: image with text-aware specular highlight, the cor-
responding highlight-free image and binary mask image indicating the location
of highlight. The image contents include ID cards and driver’s licenses, which
contain a lot of text information. We first put the transparent plastic film on
the picture and turn on the light. Then, the camera shoots to obtain a high-
light image. Correspondingly, we obtain a highlight-free image by turning off
the light. The shapes and intensities of the highlights are various by adjusting
the location of the plastic film. Binary mask image is achieved from the image
with specular highlight and highlight-free image through difference and multiple
threshold screening. We randomly split this dataset (named RD) into a training
set (1,800 images) and a test set (225 images).
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(a)

(c)
Ground Truth Highlight Image Mask

(b)

Raw data 
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Step1 Step2
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Fig. 2. The collection pipelines of real dataset (a) and synthetic dataset (b), and an
example of paired data sample (c).

3.2 Synthetic Datasets

To further enrich the diversity of our dataset, we construct two sets of synthetic
images using the 3D computer graphics software Blender. Fig. 2(b) shows the
pipeline of synthetic dataset collection. We first collect 3,679 images with texts
from supermarkets and streets, and 2,025 images mentioned in Sec. 3.1. Then,
we use the Blender with Cycles engine to automatically generate 27,700 groups
of text-aware specular highlight images, the corresponding highlight-free images
and highlight mask images. In particular, the highlight shapes include circles,
triangles, ellipses, and rings to simulate the lighting conditions in real-world
scenes. The material roughness is randomly set in the range [0.1,0.3], and the
illumination intensity is randomly chosen from the range [40,70]. To force the
specular highlight on the text areas of the image, we provide the Blender with
the location information of the text areas obtained via the text detection model
CTPN [29].

Because the product or street view category contains less texts per image,
while the texts in ID cards and driver’s licenses are more dense. Under the same
illumination condition, the difficulty of restoring the text information interfered
by the specular highlight in these two kinds of images is different. Therefore,
we divide the above two types of images into two datasets, namely, SD1 and
SD2. SD1 contains 12,000 training sets and 2,000 test sets. SD2 contains 12,000
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Fig. 3. The whole structure of our proposed specular highlight removal framework,
which consists of a highlight detection network, a highlight removal network, and a
patch-based discriminator. Symbol

⊕
means the channel-wise concatenation.

training sets and 1,700 test sets. Note that, the image contents of RD and SD2
are same.

4 Proposed Method

In this work, we propose a two-stage framework to detect and remove the spec-
ular highlight from text images. The whole architecture is shown in Fig. 3. In
the following, we describe the details of our network architecture and the loss
functions.

4.1 Network Architecture

Highlight Detection Network. The highlight detection network NetD takes
the text image It with specular highlight as input and outputs a mask Mout

indicating the highlight regions. Each element of Mout is in [0,1], and a larger
value stands for a higher probability that the corresponding location of image It
is covered by the specular highlight. Due to the same width and height of It and
Mout, for this network, we adopt a fully convolutional architecture consisting of
three downsampling and upsampling layers. Each downsampling layer is followed
by two convolutional layers, and each upsampling layer is followed by three
convolutional layers.

Highlight Removal Network. After achieving the highlight mask Mout, the
highlight removal network NetR is then applied to remove the specular highlight
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and recover the text information. As input, NetR accepts an input text image
It and detected highlight mask Mout. The output of our highlight removal net-
work NetR is a highlight-free image Iout. Through introducing Mout, network
NetR can pay more attention to the highlight regions and achieve more better
removal performance. For the network architecture of NetR, in this work, we
adopt an encoder-decoder network with skip connection. This network consists
of two downsampling layers, four residual blocks, and two upsampling layers.
To further enhance the removal performance, we also apply a patch-based dis-
criminator [19]. The discriminator D includes one convolutional layer and five
downsampling layers with kernel size of 5 and stride of 2. The spectral normal-
ization is utilized to stabilize the training of the discriminator.

4.2 Loss Functions

Next, we illustrate the loss functions used for training our network.

Highlight Detection Loss. For the objective function of highlight detection
network, we use l1 loss, i.e., LNetD = ‖Mout −Mgt‖1, where Mgt is the ground
truth of highlight mask.

Reconstruction Loss. The reconstruction loss is to add constraints on the
pixel and feature space. The pixel-aware loss consists of pixel-wise difference
item and total varition (TV) item: LP = 5 ∗ ‖Iout − Igt‖1 + 0.1 ∗ (‖Iout(i, j) −
Igt(i − 1, j)‖1 + ‖Iout(i, j) − Igt(i, j − 1)‖1). The feature-aware loss including
perceptual loss [11] and style loss [9]: LF = 0.05 ∗ ‖Φ(Iout) − Φ(Igt)‖1 + 120 ∗
‖Ψ(Iout)−Ψ(Igt)‖1, where Φ is the feature maps of pre-trained VGG-16 [25] and
Ψ(·) = Φ(·)Φ(·)T is the Gram matrix [9]. The feature-aware loss improves the
visual quality of results.

GAN Loss. In the highlight removal network, we use a patch-based discrimi-
nator D to enhance the visual realism of results. For the GAN loss, we adopt the
hinge loss. Therefore, the adversarial loss for NetR is LG = −E[D(Iout)]. The
loss used for training the discriminator D is formulated as LD = E[max(0, 1 −
D(Igt))] + E[max(0, 1 +D(Iout))].

Text-Related Loss. In this work, our specular highlight removal is text-aware.
This means that the highlight removal networkNetR needs to pay more attention
to recover the texts hidden behind the highlights. To do this, we apply the
pre-trained text detection and recognition models to provide the supervision
on the text recovering. More specifically, we add the consistent constraints on
the feature maps of Iout and Igt extracted from above two pre-trained models,

and the text-related loss is formulated as LT =
∑3

c=1 ‖φc(Iout) − φc(Igt)‖1 +
‖φd(Iout) − φd(Igt)‖1, where φc stands for the c-th layer feature map from the
pre-trained CTPN model [1] and φd denotes the d-th layer feature map from the
pre-trained DenseNet [1].

To this end, the total objective function ofNetD andNetR is L = λNetDLNetD+
LP + LF + λGLG + LT . In all experiments, we set λNetD = 10 and λG = 0.01.
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5 Experiments

5.1 Implementation Settings

Our network is implemented with TensorFlow 1.15. As GPU we use a TITAN
RTX from NVIDIA®. The Adam optimizer [13] with a batch size of 4 is used to
train our network, where β1 = 0.5 and β2 = 0.9. The learning rate is initialized
as 0.0001. In our experiments, all the images are of size of 512× 512. Note that,
the text recognition model used for result evaluation is different from the model
used in text-related loss.

5.2 Qualitative Evaluation

We qualitatively compare our method with two recent advanced specular high-
light removal methods: Multi [15] and SPEC (Spec-CGAN [20]) on our collected
three datasets. The results are shown in Fig. 4. Among these three methods, our
method can better remove the highlight and achieve the superior end-to-end text
detection and recognition performance. For example, our method successfully re-
covers the name, address, and id number in the third row. Multi has apparent
highlight remnants in the third and fourth rows due to its blind removal prop-
erty, whereas our method can better perceive the highlight regions. Compared
with Multi, the results of SPEC have less highlights, however, the capability of
recovering the texts is limited for the cycleGAN framework as SPEC followed.

5.3 Quantitative Evaluation

In addition, we quantitatively compare the above three methods in terms of the
end-to-end text detection and recognition performance and visual quality. For
the end-to-end text detection and recognition evaluation, we adopt the common
metrics [17]: recall, precision, and f-measure. We choose the current advanced
text detection and recognition algorithm Paddle OCR [2] to calculate these three
metrics. For visual quality evaluation, we utilize the PSNR and SSIM.

Table 1 reports the numerical results of the three methods on our three
datasets. Due to the same image contents of RD and SD2, for real dataset (RD),
we fine-tune the model trained on SD2 using the training set of RD for all three
methods. From Table 1, we can find that our method achieves the best per-
formance for end-to-end text detection and recognition (see 3-5 columns). Take
the recall as an example, our method can improve the end-to-end text detection
and recognition performance by 6.89% (SD1), 3.07% (SD2), and 13.65% (RD),
respectively. This improvement indicates that our method can better recover the
original texts hidden behind the specular highlight. In addition, the end-to-end
detection and recognition performance of Multi and SPEC sometimes is lower
than that of Light Image. The reason is that these two methods remove the high-
light and texts as well. For PSNR and SSIM, SPEC is worst, while our method
and Multi are competitive for synthetic datasets, and our method is better than
Multi for real datasets. PSNR and SSIM of our method sometimes are lower
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Ground Truth Highlight Image Multi SPEC Ours

Fig. 4. Qualitative comparisons of our method with Multi [15] and SPEC [20].

than that of Multi, however, these two metrics are not exactly the same as the
visual quality that the human eyes perceive. More importantly, we focus on the
end-to-end text detection and recognition performance after highlight removal,
and the visual quality is an auxiliary aspect.

5.4 Ablation Study

To verify the effectiveness of the text-related loss, we perform the ablation ex-
periments and report the corresponding results in Table 2. We observe that
the end-to-end text detection and recognition performance of our method with
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Table 1. Quantitative comparison of our method and two recent state-of-the-art meth-
ods: Multi [15] and SPEC [20]. All three methods are trained and tested on our collected
three datasets separately. Recall, precision, f-measure, and SSIM are in %.

Datasets Methods Recall ↑ Precision ↑ F-measure ↑ PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑

SD1

Light Image 85.03 94.70 88.70 17.58 82.37
Multi(2019) 86.28 94.76 89.30 26.29 89.86
SPEC(2020) 82.39 93.12 86.31 15.61 68.82

Ours 91.92 96.32 93.57 22.65 88.33

SD2

Light Image 80.50 95.89 87.10 11.79 66.42
Multi(2019) 79.21 93.82 84.88 28.99 91.81
SPEC(2020) 78.87 95.10 85.55 9.66 53.95

Ours 83.57 95.00 88.42 29.21 90.67

RD

Light Image 64.85 90.60 73.49 17.05 65.04
Multi(2019) 61.58 87.63 70.72 17.17 64.23
SPEC(2020) 70.59 91.62 78.38 14.82 52.49

Ours 78.50 91.34 83.34 21.62 77.19

Table 2. Performance of our method without and with text-related loss on our collected
three datasets.

Datasets Methods Recall ↑ Precision ↑ F-measure ↑ PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑

SD1
w/o text loss 91.43 94.12 92.75 21.88 87.19

Ours 91.92 96.32 93.57 22.65 88.33

SD2
w/o text loss 82.69 93.48 87.76 28.12 89.93

Ours 83.57 95.00 88.42 29.21 90.67

RD
w/o text loss 77.04 89.66 82.87 21.38 76.11

Ours 78.50 91.34 83.34 21.62 77.19

text-related loss is consistently improved for three datasets. This indicates that
the text-related loss can enforce the highlight removal network to conduct the
text-aware restoration. In addition, we can find that the end-to-end text detec-
tion and recognition performance of our method is already better than that of
Multi and SPEC (comparing the first row of each dataset in Table 2 with the
corresponding rows in Table 1), even though there is no text-related loss.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this work, we studied and solved the challenging specular highlight removal
problem of single text image. To facilitate this study, we collected three high-
quality datasets with fine-grained annotations. We proposed a two-stage frame-
work including a highlight detection network and a highlight removal network.
The output of highlight detection network is used as an auxiliary information,
which guides the highlight removal network to pay more attention to the high-
light regions. In addition, text-related loss was introduced to improve the recov-
ering of texts. Our source code and datasets are available at
https://github.com/weizequan/TASHR .

https://github.com/weizequan/TASHR
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In the future, we would like to construct lager and richer dataset to promote
the development of related research. We would also like to design more effective
networks and loss functions. Furthermore, an exciting research problem is to
suggest more complete and exact visual quality measurements.
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